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minutes of flicking and pulling I realised the rope wasn’t going to budge. 
All our gear was at the top of these ropes so after shock testing it I decided 
to jumar the stuck line and attempt to release it whilst Twid belayed me 
with another rope. Nerve racking fails to describe the few minutes I spent 
jumaring this rope but eventually it was freed and I vowed never to make 
such a blunder again.

I led on from the top of the fixed ropes into the teeth of a blizzard. Snow 
streamed down the rock, filling my eyes and the neck of my jacket but 
having started the pitch I felt compelled to finish it and gain at least some 
height after all the effort to get to our high point. I was rewarded with the 
first good ledge for 500m and at last a view of the top of the wall. A swift 
retreat followed as the weather rapidly worsened but we felt optimistic 
about our chances of success with the summit so close.

With three days remaining before our flights home we were rapidly 
running out of time. Storms were still preventing us from getting on the 
face but on our final day we headed up despite the weather. At the top 
of the ropes Twid took over the lead and reached a wide and easy-angled 
corner; the final pitch of the wall before a scramble to the summit. But now 
the winds had picked up again, blowing spindrift across the face and by the 
time I had joined Twid the only sensible decision was to descend – if the 
wind grew stronger it would become nearly impossible to abseil. It was a 
good call – the wind increased the further we descended and as we neared 
the ridge we were being blown sideways. The final abseil to the glacier was 
in a complete white-out and descending to ABC was both hard work and 
demoralising after putting in so much effort over the previous month.

We were close but we hadn’t reached the summit of the South Tower 
of Paine. Months of preparation and effort were poured into the fulfilment 
of this dream and defeat, so near the summit, was a bitter pill to swallow. 
At the same time, the decision to descend was an easy one: no summit is 
worth risking your life for and the objective dangers were totally out of our 
hands. Climbing isn’t just about making it to the summit but more about 
the experiences you have whilst trying to get there and returning safely is 
an imperative of a successful expedition.

Overall we’d spent eighteen days at ABC with only two days of good 
weather. Temperatures were consistently sub-zero and our diet of smash 
and noodles left us constantly hungry throughout the expedition. Despite 
these drawbacks we’d climbed 900 metres up one of the biggest unclimbed 
walls in South America. The climbing was amongst the best of its kind in 
the world, the area truly stunning and I won’t hesitate to return to Torres 
del Paine if the opportunity presents itself again.

Summary: Wall of Paine (A3+ & F7b+, 900m to high point – estimated 
to go free at approx F7c+ or E7 in suitable conditions), south-east face 
of the South Tower of Paine, Torres del Paine National Park, Patagonia. 
First ascent to end of hard climbing: Jerry Gore, Raphael Jochaud, Calum 
Muskett and Mike ‘Twid’ Turner. October/November 2013.

DICK TURNBULL

Ice Cold in Canada
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The onset of age and the increasing desire to avoid pain, struggle, major 
discomfort and unknown unknowns had prompted my abandonment 

of ‘proper’ winter climbing – alpine grande courses etc, etc – for more 
modest ‘ice cragging,’ the winter equivalent of giving up trad (proper?) rock 
climbing for the more hedonistic but enjoyable and safer antics on bolt 
encrusted crags! Where to this winter? Canada, home of modern icefall 
climbing and long hoped for destination, won the day.

We – a breakaway team of AC worthies jumping ship from the annual 
AC Ice Meet included Pete Holden, Bill Church,‘young’ Nick Donahue 
and myself flew in to Calgary in late January (apparently this is known as 
the ‘dark’ season!) to hear that the weather had been unseasonally mild for 
the last two weeks. Luckily the forecast was for colder but dryer and more 
settled weather.

Fabulous, ‘big league’ ice-lines on Mount Howse, seen from the Parkway.
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An hour out of Calgary in our large 
4-wheel drive SUV hire-monster,1 we 
pulled up outside the Alpine Club 
of Canada’s HQ in Canmore. Now 
this is what I call a Clubhouse – 
one that any self-respecting Alpine 
Club could (should?) aspire too! A 
beautiful wooden building, warm, 
comfortable, with reasonably cheap 
self-catering accommodation and 
open to all comers. Being well placed 
and reasonably priced it was full of 
climbers who were happy to bring us 
up to speed on conditions and what 
routes were in nick. We were raring 
to go.

As usual fear made us opt for easy 
days to get us in the swing (geddit?) 
of things. After a bad day in Johnson 
Canyon where Bill’s trip abruptly 
ended with a ruptured Achilles 
Tendon and a better half-day at a 
local ice kindergarten known as the 
Junk Yard we were ready for some-
thing more meaty.

We chose Moonlight (100m WI4) – 
top of the Grade 4 list (hubris?) – a 
three-pitch route that has a 3.5km approach along a frozen river through 
the ubiquitous all-covering Canadian pine forest. After an hour’s mean-
dering up the creek we rounded a bend to see a thick column of blue 
ice cascading down a 100m rock wall. We were there and we had it to 
ourselves.2 The route turned out to be a bit harder than we expected. These 
Canadian grades were at least half a grade up on European ones! Being a 
three we climbed it ‘arrowhead’3 which is pretty efficient for three in ascent 
but, naturally, abbing is significantly slower.

The next day we took advantage of the stable snow conditions and 
climbed the elegant and very public, but usually avalanche threatened, 
Cascade (300m WI3). Then we moved on to a Banff hostel and set about. 
Professor Falls (210m WI4), one of the must-do climbs of the area. Every-
thing went well as we romped up a succession of lovely WI3-4 cascade 
pitches culminating in a spectacular final pitch elegantly led by Nick. 
Professor Falls was good for our morale as it is, in essence, a mini, more 
do-able version of our ultimate objective, Polar Circus.

Nick Donahue attempting the final pitch, 
(WI5), of Polar Circus. 
(All photos: Dick Turnbull)

After that we rested, but not for long, and a day later Nick and I ventured 
out to try our luck on Kidd Falls (55m WI4). This was a short-ish route, 
somewhat compromised by the two-hour uphill thrash to get there, of great 
quality on a high, rock-flanked ribbon of ice in a wild setting. No queues 
here. Our apprenticeship was over and it was time to bite the bullet, seize 
the day, face the facts, or whatever, and get to grips with ‘proper’ routes!

Our kick-off point was the Rampart Creek hostel 150km north up the 
Jasper-Banff Parkway. Rampart Creek is a lovely but remote hostel stuck 
in the snow surrounded by massive crags and peaks and well positioned to 
access some of Canada’s most iconic ice routes. Life there is hardy with 
freezing outdoor pit-loos, designated male-only peeing sites, no water for 
body washing and the nearest facilities 125km away! It was run by a really 
enthusiastic and helpful warden, Ken Wood. By now it was getting seri-
ously cold. Minus 30°C was the everyday temperature although with no 
wind it was just bearable. However, such extreme cold imparts a palpable 
frisson of danger – make one mistake and things could go badly wrong very 
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quickly. 
Our final test of compe-

tence would be Weeping 
Wall RH (160m WI5). The 
famous Weeping Wall is a 
massive sheet of ice draped 
over a vertical 160m band 
of limestone. Its southerly 
aspect provides a decep-
tively sunny, friendly 
appearance but it was 
steep and, for us, cold! 
Three pitches of beautiful 
flowing ever-steepening 
ice towered above us. Nick 
led the elegant 2nd pitch 
while Pete and I got decid-
edly chilly, despite being 
in the sunshine which just 
reinforced how cold it was 
becoming. I was half-way 
up the final pitch when I 
realised that I had broken a 
front point on my new-ish 
Lynx crampons!4 After a 
brief moment of panic all I 
could think of was how in 

the hell I was going to fix them before going on Polar Circus the next day. 
The descent brought it home to us just how steep the Weeping Wall was as 
we swung down the bolted descent line in three 55m abseils, half the time 
floating free! A brilliant route and we had done a WI5! Now we were ready 
for the big one.

With Weeping Wall in the bag we had passed our final test for Polar Circus 
(800m WI5). All I needed was another pair of crampons or new front 
points. The nearest decent climbing shop was a 350km round trip away in 
Canmore so it was in desperation that I asked Ken at the hostel if he had 
any suitable crampons I could borrow. His instant and generous reply was 
‘Sure, I’ve got some BD rigids that will fit your boot size.’ Ten minutes 
later I was re-equipped and ready to go. 

Polar Circus had become, overnight, the ‘must-do’ route of the area after 
the Burgess Twins, Bugs McKeith and Charlie Porter had fought their way 
up the line over four days in 1975. Remember this was long before modern 
axes and screws; in fact only just into the advent of curved gear! The name 

Nick Donahue on first pitch 
(WI3+) of Moonlight. 

came from Charlie’s comment somewhere on the route that the mess of 
ropes was ‘more like a Polish Circus than anything else!’ 

Next morning we were up at 5am, and drawing on our experience of the 
day before, dressed in ALL our warm clothing. Then, out of the hut at 5.30 
and walking by 6am. The car thermometer read minus 32°C! The air was 
still and the snow beneath our feet squeaked so loud we couldn’t hear each 
other unless we stopped. Despite the tracks it took us an hour to stomp up 
the deep-ish snow to the base of the route where Nick stepped up to set off 
up the first (WI4) vertical pitch. This was a relief to Pete and I (older and 
wiser?) who hung back unashamedly! It 
was a good lead on steep organ-pipe/
chandeliered ice in the dark and bitter 
cold of a February morning. After that 
Nick and I swung leads up the next two 
pitches (WI3/4) pitches until we were 
beneath a hanging ice-boss that occa-
sionally grows into a dramatic pillar 
called The Pencil. Luckily for us it hadn’t 
formed this year – of course, we were 
really disappointed not to have a vertical 
WI6 pillar to relish (!) so we followed 
the big rightward diagonal traverse line 
until an exposed snow slope led us back 
left into the vertical heart of the route. 

Nick took the lead on the 80m WI4 
pitch above, via a great tongue of 
ice cascading from a narrowing high 
above. We were in impressive scenery 
now following the only weakness up 
a succession of vertical waterfalls and 
surrounded by huge vertical walls of 
rock. Nick belayed on screws and our 
first Abalakov whilst we came up arrow-
head and I led straight on through to the 
bolts beneath the final three pitches. I 
led the next winding pitch (WI4) too, up 
deceptively steep ice to a small bowl tucked beneath the final 100m vertical 
cascade pouring out from the huge snow bowl above. I continued; ‘up and 
at it’ being my credo as the 50m pitch (WI5) seemed endlessly steep. It 
was getting on in the day by now and although the sun was on us we felt 
no warmth. Nick had checked his fingers earlier and was shocked to see 
the tips white and lifeless. We momentarily panicked, thinking the worst, 
and I gave him my final spare set of ‘heat pads’5 which seemed to save the 
day – and his fingers! 

Once we were all assembled at the perfect cave stance below the final 
vertical pitch Nick set off up the alternately cruddy then concrete ice, 

Nick Donahue on second pitch 
(WI4) of Kidd Falls.
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complete with dripping water – 
how does that happen at minus 
30°C? He was finding it desperate 
to place screws and get decent 
axe placements, faltering after 
six metres as discretion overcame 
valour. I was volunteered and 
swung up to his high point, grateful 
for his hard-won screws, put my 
head down and battered my way to 
the top. Once past the initial, drip-
ping section and a bad moment 
when both my feet popped off, the 
ice improved somewhat and after 
40m the angle eased and I was up.

Elation! We had done it. The 
great snow bowl looming above 
me amply illustrated why the 
route is considered so potentially 
dangerous. Today it was solid and 
benign. All I had to do now was 
stride across the icy platform and 
clip the final bolts and bring them 
both up. 

As I stepped across right the ice 
broke under me and a geyser of 
freezing water spouted thigh-high 
up my leg and cascaded down 
the ice in a great wave. I stood 
appalled. It flowed over the top of 
the pitch but more crucially all over the ropes! We had been told that some 
parties had had trouble with jammed ropes from the top belay and now 
I could see why. The cold was palpable so I immediately shouted to the 
others not to come up as we had to get down NOW before everything froze 
completely solid. I clipped the ropes in and started down. It’s lucky that I 
weigh a lot! The ropes had become rigid tubes of ice and I had to hammer 
them through my belay brake to make downward progress. Eventually I 
reached the others and we instantly set about pulling the ropes down.

Nothing. No movement. Desperation burst through as the prospect of 
a forced bivi at less than minus 30°C was something we couldn’t even 
contemplate. I jumped and pulled, using my weight again. Nick literally 
said ‘pull the other one!’ and we set up a see-saw motion which magically 
seemed to loosen the ropes and gave us hope. Then it was free – after a 
fashion – and down it came – reluctantly. Never was there a more relieved 
team than us three on that belay. Laughter broke out, albeit briefly, as time 
was flying and we had 750m to go. (There were two Abalakov belay threads 

Nick Donahue and Pete Holden on 
1st pitch (WI4) of Weeping Wall 

right at the back of the cave – was this a sign of some poor unfortunates 
having to spend a night shivering in the tiny cave in similar circumstances?)

By 6pm we were at the foot of the climb. Climbing as a three is fairly effi-
cient in ascent but time consuming when abbing, even from good stances 
and bolts and our previously placed Abalakov. Luckily it all went smoothly 
– the last ab is always a breeze as you really don’t care about the ropes 
jamming – you know you’re down! Then, after an hour of tripping and 
floundering down in the cold and dark, we flopped into the car at 7pm after 
a 14-hour round trip. Not bad for a rope of three, especially as of one of us 
was 70! We’d done it – a great classic route with the crux right at the top 
and the descent. . . phew!

Back at Rampart Creek we were greeted with enthusiastic congratula-
tions – ‘awesome, dudes!’ This was more likely relief as, despite ‘young’ 
Nick, they had obviously been concerned at our combined age! In fact 
whilst we were relaxing and bullshitting to some friendly guys up to do the 
route the next day, we received a visit from Ken’s partner who talked us 
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through the climb perhaps to see if we had been genuinely in control or just 
lucky! She pointedly told us that locals mostly don’t bother to go out when 
it’s below minus 25°C. We took the point, agreeing we’d had our wrists, 
very politely, slapped!

We had earned a day off. Our drive south down the Parkway the next 
day to the Lake Louise hostel started with our car thermometer registering 
minus 38°C! (Thank God we had been able to pull those ropes!) The 150km 
drive is another ‘must-do’ trip in winter. I had done it in summer when 
the pine-fringed mountains, without a covering of snow, boringly resemble 
giant rubble heaps. In winter they become magnificent and the drive is a 

fabulous journey through an archetypal mountain 
landscape with tantalising ice lines on every peak.

Pete decided to rest on his laurels after his efforts 
on Polar Circus. His right thumb was slightly frost-
nipped and he maintained that being 70 was a good 
enough excuse for anyone. Nick and I decided that 
we had one more route in us despite being a bit 
jaded after two weeks of steep ice. Our first aim was 
to do Carlsberg Column (WI5) but as I was lumbered 
with my broken crampon again we opted for the 
easier Guinness Gulley (160m WI4) just outside the 

Above: Dick Turnbull starting pitch 6 (WI4) of Polar Circus. Below: Pete 
Holden’s mouth fortuitously sealed by icicles at minus 32°C on Polar Circus!

small village of Field. 
After doing what the guide-

book6 said you couldn’t do – get 
lost in Field – we set off up the 
approach trench to the route 
with more of a sense of duty 
than desire. The cold had the 
last word as Nick broke the pick 
of his Grivel axe on the final 
steep move! The route was good 
but we (and our gear!) had had 
enough7. 

Home beckoned but we still 
had one outstanding ‘must-do’ 
– a trip to the Banff Hot Springs 
baths to swim in the hot spring-
water outdoor pool! It was great 
– lying in (plus) 40°C water 
with your hair freezing white on 
your head in minus 20°C air is a 
bizarre experience, especially as 
you gaze up at snow-clad peaks 
surrounding the pool. Now 
we could relax and enjoy the 
mountains without having to go 
back into them again – well, not 
until next year anyway! 

Summary: A personal account 
by Dick Turnbull of an ice-
climbing trip to the Canmore 
area of the Canadian Rockies 
with AC members Bill Church, 
Nick Donahue and Pete 
Holden, 24 Jan – 8 Feb 2014. Polar Circus from the Parkway road.

Notes
1. 4-wheel drive car – essential to ensure 
getting into many areas (particularly the Ghost area) – make sure your car has snow tyres/chains and 
a ‘cold-start’ cable for helping starting in temps below minus 20°C.
2. It is customary for climbers to write the names of the route they are walking in to do on the dirt 
on the rear window of their car so that you don’t walk in for miles only be second on an ice route – 
and we all know what that means!
3. Arrowhead: when two seconds climb simultaneously, one on each of the leader’s double ropes 
(easier on ice as you don’t have to climb on the same line), the main learning curve seems to be 
not to smack your tools into the heels of your mates when they are just above you! (Pete managed 
this but decided to plant his nice new BD Viper straight through my rope instead!) Arrowhead is 
probably the quickest way for a team of three to climb and is made much easier if the leader has a 
self-locking Reverso-style belay plate and the belays are bolted! Swapping leaders does mean that 
you have to untie and retie the ropes on stances – so decent stances/belays help a lot!
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4. Luckily I was using twin front points or I would have been in big trouble. I use twin points on 
steep ice as my experience of using mono-points on chandeliered ice is that you can’t always get 
your mono- point to reach into the back of the grooves formed by the vertical corrugations in the ice. 
For mixed ground mono-points rule! (NB Petzl has since upgraded the front points of the early Lynx 
crampons as they have experienced a small incidence of breakage.)
5. Heat pads or hand warmers (Hothands) are potential finger-savers in extreme conditions. I 
climbed most of Polar Circus with one in each glove and I still got cold fingers especially when sec-
onding. One of the team who climbed the route next day got bad frostbite in his thumb – he didn’t 
have any heat pads! They last for as long as 10 hours but take at least two packs in case you are 
caught out. You can get ‘Hotfeet’ but I am told that they do not work as well as there is less oxygen 
available in your boot!
6. The new selected climbs guidebook to the area Icelines  £16.95 – now imported to the UK by 
Cordee – is a welcome arrival as the old guide is long out of print and reputedly fetches $250 on the 
internet!
7. Extreme cold is fairly simple to deal with as most of what you do is common sense. 
- Wear more but beware of ‘membrane’ gear (Gore-tex etc) as keeping dry is essential and you don’t 
need waterproof covering when it is -20°C. Membrane garments, whilst breathable, will impede 
moisture movement more than un-membraned clothing.
- Make sure your boots are up to it as reheating feet is difficult.
- Eat and drink regularly. Keep some water/isotonic drink in a robust bottle inside your clothing to 
ensure it doesn’t freeze.
- Carry plenty of ‘Hot pads’ to keep your hands warm. (plus spare gloves, Buffs etc)
- DON’T PUT METAL IN YOUR MOUTH or if you do find you have done it without thinking, 
bite it in your teeth and don’t let your lips touch any metal.
- Try and choose routes where you can keep moving reasonably quickly as long technical slow 
pitches will badly chill your second!
- Be careful with placing the picks of your axes as v cold ice is rock hard and more likely to damage 
and cold stress over-driven picks.
- Above all be aware that epics/accidents in extreme cold conditions will be more difficult to 
control/survive!

Weeping Wall from the Parkway. RH Route takes the ramp,corner and wall on 
the right.

JIM GREGSON

The Really Northern Playground
North Liverpool Land, East Greenland
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During the twenty-plus years of my own expedition visits to Greenland, 
narrated in my book Exploring Greenland (Vertebrate Publishing 2012), 

I have seen, climbed, trekked and skied in some amazingly spectacular 
landscapes. There have always been far more mountains than there has 
been time to attempt or climb. Even now, East Greenland is still one of the 
largest reservoirs of unclimbed, unvisited terrain anywhere on Earth and 
for the determined adventurous alpinist it holds many treasures waiting to 
be enjoyed.

Some of these treasures lie in areas that are not the remotest to reach but 
being largely unvisited they are not well documented. Liverpool Land, in 
the Scoresby Sund region is a case in point. The maps of the area, for all 
of their imprecision, show any number of names in English, Danish and 
Greenlandic, but not many are on individual mountains. The area was 
‘discovered’ by whaling ship captain William Scoresby who in the early 

Looking north from Varmtind. (Jim Gregson)


